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Top view: on the left the cooking and serving module with side pull-out - in the middle the protected entrance area with cover and side tarpaulin - on the right the preparation / food storage module 

 
View of the two modules in the operating position, with a view of the food distribution area of the extended cooking module, complete with platform and cover 

Mobile kitchen units made of aluminum according to 20 foot ISO container dimensions 
 

MOD. 2C20A-CPL-DRK-BER-1 
a) Stable supporting structure made of aluminum profiles (L. 6060 and/or 6082) with ISO 

corner blocks welded to the eight corners in accordance with ISO standards. 
b) Transportability with ordinary vehicles, in addition to international standards (ship, freight 

trains, container carriers, etc.). 
c) Removable platforms and stair elements for external access and/or exit. 
d) Stainless steel floor with non-slip adhesive strips, perfectly sealed, on a water-repellent 

multi-layered wooden base, with large floor grids above the water collecting channel. 
e) Wall panels made of sandwich panels, 1mm thick aluminum sheets and 40mm thick 

insulation made of polystyrene or polyurethane. 
f) Inside and outside completely flat, with attachment to the structures by means of polymer 

structural sealing glue and complete internal sealing. 
g) Doors and windows made of aluminum frames with safety glazing and panic bars. 
h) Personnel access to the two modules regardless of the user distribution area. 
i) Can be used both on board the vehicle and stationed on the ground. 
j) Cooking area on one side, output area on the expandable side. 
k) Intermediate and side tarpaulins to cover the transit and outdoor work areas. 
l) Painting and finishing according to customer specifications. 
m) Dimensions in mm: length 6058 x width 2438 x height 2590 (according to ISO-20'-1CC). 

1. Power supply from external 220 V network (400 V on request) both independently and in a "bridge" 
connection between the two modules. 

2. Electrical panels for external branches and distributions to installed users, with safety devices in 
accordance with current EEC standards. 

3. Box for external discharge and internal gas distribution in accordance with applicable regulations. 
4. Equipment of the two modules with first-class devices from Electrolux "Professional": 

➢ Cooking Unit and Distribution: two 150L pots with baskets, two 80L tilting frying pans, convection 
oven 20 grids, wall-mounted extractor hood, hand wash basin, 30L boiler, 1 sink for pots with 
lower sliding doors, wall cupboards with two sliding doors and shelf, 400L refrigerator 0÷10°C,  
2 work surfaces with two sliding doors underneath and a shelf and three drawers, centrifugal 
extraction for air exchange and vapors.  

➢ Module for food storage/preparation: 400L refrigerator 0÷10°C, neutral connecting shelf, 2 cooling 
tables with three doors + two drawers -2÷8°C, 3 wall cupboards with two sliding doors and shelves, 
cabinet table with 2 sliding doors + three drawers, air conditioning 12HP, sink with two tubs + right 
shelf, 30L boiler, hand basin, cabinet table with two sliding doors, neutral shaped shelf. 

5. Hydraulic system with autoclave pump, both for autonomous operation and integrated between the 
modules. 

6. Earthing system with connection and corresponding earth stakes. 
7. Time needed for "operational readiness": approx. 1 hour, with trained staff. 
8. Productivity: suitable for the preparing and distribution of approx. 400-900 meals per hour for a 

complete menu, depending on the organization. 

 

Price: ex work Gruaro (Venice), Italy 
1. MOD. 2C20A-CPL-DRK-BER-1 (complete with a.m. equipment): ………………………………………………. €uro _____________+ VAT 


